
I know, you all thought I would do one of those 11.11.11 blogs. Surprise! 
 
November 14, 2011 
The Power of Power 
 
The Feds cleared out on Wednesday morning or Tuesday night. The Blue 
Building is back to business as usual.  
 
Your Tribal Council is going for some sort of record on corruption and 
incompetence. One or both.  
 
A man brought around a petition to have Darwin Brown recalled. You know what 
it is like out there. People afraid to step up and put their name on something that 
would most likely, set them up for retaliation from the thug or thugs they are 
trying to have removed from office. 
 
So, when someone does find the courage to bring around a petition and talk to 
people about the problem, and then those people are brave enough to sign a 
petition, it's a rather remarkable thing.  
 
So, the Tribal Council was supposed to meet on Thursday when the Petition was 
being handed in. It was handed in at the arranged time... and your heroic Tribal 
Council, each and every one of them, booted it out the back door! 
 
There was Weenie Boy, who can't read a word, staring like moron, at a pile of 
papers on his desk-- no clue as to what any of it said.  
 
Sam Merrick lost his mind at about that time, and went yelling and screaming at 
Weenie Boy that the Tribe was going into 'Receivership' because of all the stuff 
the Feds were finding from their scouring of the files in the Blue Building. Weenie 
Boy doesn't know what 'Receivership' means. So he yelled at Sam to get out of 
his office. Sam was defiant and yelled back at him.  
 
Unheard of. Sam has always been such a docile puppet doing whatever the 
Turdclan wanted. He could be paid off with tiny amounts of cash or a six pack. 
He's no moral giant. But something tells me he's lost his fear and admiration, 
ergo - his loyalty, to the Turdclan.  
 
Darwin, who wants to defy the petition so he can 'help the people' , is using one 
of those age old tricks used by all morons in power: Get rid of the messenger. 
The man carrying the petition is legitimately enrolled.  
 
Darwin Brown's sister, Marie, is the Enrollment Clerk for the tribe. Apparently, 
she thinks that just striking someone's name off of the rolls is how you get rid of 
the enemies of your family. She did that. It is called "Enrollment Fraud" and it is a 
chargeable offense. Forging or falsifying enrollment records is a crime.  
 
Immediately thereafter, she or the Tribal Council (one or both) tried to dump this 
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hot mess onto the Elections Committee. Marie proudly pointed out that she had 
dis-enrolled the Petition carrier within an hour of that person bringing in the 
petition.  
 
Here's the problem with that: We know that a lot of enrollments are illegal. They 
were done without following the most basic or fundamental criteria. There were 
payoffs and there were friends of the powerful who needed a place to hide, or to 
hide their money from the taxman, or to be able to commit their crimes protected 
by 'Sovereignty', and the 'look-the-other-way' practices of the Tribal Police and 
the FBI. Anyone try to bring issues to the State or Federal politicians? Those too, 
were happy to look the other way.  
 
The business of enrollment has thoroughly polluted the Spirit Lake Nation. It's a 
mess that will take a very long time to sort out. But it cannot be accomplished by 
arbitrarily or summarily dis-enrolling the ones you don't like.  
 
Besides, at the time of the petition being carried and signed and turned in, the 
messenger was enrolled. Unless Marie wants to try her hand at Time Travel, go 
way back, and try to do it before all of this, which would also be impossible 
because the man is a member of the tribe. A real one. 
 
Better stay out of the Way Back Bus, Marie. You've messed this up six ways to 
Sunday as it is. If the Feds get called in to look at Enrollment Fraud, it's going to 
tear up a whole lot of criminal enterprises out there.  
 
Wisely, the Elections Committee (or is it "Elections Board"? Anyone?) dropped 
this hot potato back onto the Enrollment Committee (Board?)  and told them they 
have to straighten it out. And no matter how they decide or what they decide, the 
petition is in and it is legit and Darwin is OUT. (Somebody arrest his sister, will 
ya?) 
 
Anyone who thought for a hot minute that there was anything NOT criminal about 
him, can rethink it now that his sister has pulled this stunt on his behalf. *Big RED 
flag waving: CORRUPTION OVER HERE! HEY! LOOK AT ME! ENROLLMENT 
FRAUD! HELLOOOO! 
 
Seriously, the tribe is in deep and constant crap because you all have got to get 
your act together and start working together and find decent candidates, people 
of character to nominate, support and elect.  
 
If someone wrote a soap opera based on Spirit Lake Tribal Politics, no one would 
believe it. But it's all true. It's just as stupid and incompetent; just as crooked and 
corrupt as it looks. (Honor Song, please!) 
 
Financial Knots 
 
Two Wrongs don't make a Right and illegal enrollments cannot be undone except 
by legal processes-- and that takes time and procedures.  
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Regardless of whether you manage, on down the road to dis-enroll those you 
don't like, the fact that when they signed the petition they were in fact 
ENROLLED means their signatures count. All the Tribal Council does is create 
more legal tangles for the tribe to pay huge attorney fees and settlements.  
 
The Tribal Council has been ridden by scandals and corruption as far back as the 
eye can see. This one is just more incompetent than any of their predecessors. 
Although, precedent for all of this was set by all of the previous Tribal Councils, at 
least as far back as Tino White and Skip Longie. (If ONLY the Blog had been 
around back in those days, eh?)  
 
This Tribal Council is going to cost the tribe millions in lawsuits. And, it may cost 
the Tribe something more valuable: It's charter. If the Tribe is found to be run by 
those using office for the sole purposes of criminal operations, the Tribe could be 
wiped off the books and lose status. It would become nothing more than a giant 
Mafia bust.  
 
The Tribal Council knows what is going on. They knew what Marie was doing. 
They did nothing to stop it. They wanted to see if it worked. If it did, then Marie 
would be their go-to person anytime a pesky petition reared it's little head. 
Whomever was driving it would be at risk, nay -- at certainty, of losing everything. 
Outright thuggism and Goonism. I don't think our Tax Dollars should go to 
support that kind of criminal operation, do you?  
 
It's costing the Tribe in dollars and dignity.  
 
Pressing Matters 
 
It has, especially by the goofball Press Conference, cost the Tribe any credibility.  
 
This is the attention the tribe is getting as your Tribal Council, drives roughshod 
over rules, bylaws, procedures, protocols and the laws of the Tribe, The State 
and the Federal Government. This as they blindly grab for more of your money, 
more power for themselves, and attempt to intimidate anyone who would 
legitimately and legally petition against them.  
 
Why is Weenie Boy allowing Kevin to continue on at his job? Same reason as he 
allows Molly and Pete to be judges. Same reason as any of their pals and cronies 
have jobs: To pay them back, keep them in the fold, and to keep control over the 
funds that flow into the rez from Federal, State and other organizations. And most 
of all, to have all those funds filter first through the fingers and pockets of the 
powerful. 
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Your Tribal Council cannot seem to show up to work, any of them. They cannot 
get anything done, but they can find time to show up for a presser, which they 
open with an "Honor Song" (*slide whistle Irony). The presser was for the sole 
purpose of putting the most important business of the Tribe on display: Suing 
over the UND Logo and Nickname.  
 
But, fixing the roads, the homes, getting food, heat and school issues resolved? 
Getting the Elders decent food, transportation to medical care, or even a 
regulation ambulance? Nah!  
 
They will, of course, give themselves more bonuses this year. They each took 
over $25K last Christmas. I think you all got what? $300 each? Yeah, the power 
of power and the ability to do nothing. Awesome! 
 
Suiting 
 
Meanwhile, Kevin has taken to wearing a suit instead of his usual casual garb. I 
guess he thought that if he wore a suit, the FBI would mistake him for one of their 
own.  
 
Kevin is not bright. I have heard that he looks FAS. That he has a really tiny head 
and misshapen features. He accentuates his small head by wearing a big 
cowboy hat, which makes him look like that cowboy character from Toy Story.  
 
Now I know why people were calling him a Pinhead. He really is one! 
 
He would not go into his office. He just drove around talking on his cell phone, in 
his suit, looking brave, like a cartoon character.  
 
How much is it going to cost the tribe by the time Kevin and Kristie's bizarre 
behaviors and criminal actions have played out? Who knows. I do know that 
getting people to lie on sworn statements is called 'suborning perjury' and it is a 
felony. How many felonies can the tribe afford to pay for? And where will they get 
the money? Well, for darn sure, it won't come out of their Christmas Bonuses! 
Yours? Perhaps. But not theirs. It just would not suit them.  
 
Apparently, your Tribal Council and your Chairman are not worried about the 
expenses, judgments or cost of lawsuits. They still have Kevin running the show, 
and running up the bills.  
 
Receivership? Who has time to worry about that? There's a logo that's way more 
important!  
 
Dead children? Yeah, so what?  
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Feds swarming the building and digging up evidence of EVERY financial crime 
committed? Not like they'll do anything. Right? I mean, the Grand Forks FBI 
never does anything. Why should the Minneapolis FBI be any different?  
 
*Whisper* "They are different."  
 
Darwin Out 
 
Regardless, the word is that Darwin is OUT as of next week, after the hearing. 
That hearing just a day before Kevin returns to the hot seat and is grilled by the 
Welfare Board. (Put another chimney in that roof as there will be smoke from the 
constant grilling going on!)  
 

“Smoke”: Reminds me of -- 
 
"Question: How do you hide a Hippopotamus?" 
"Answer: In a herd of Hippopotami" 
 
*Speaking of "smoke', I hear that there's a firebug loose in Ross Acres. 
Didn't Lemon Longie get out of jail recently? My suspicions: How do you 
get rid of evidence? You burn it. How do you hide the burning of 
evidence? You burn a lot of houses. 
 
*We now resume our regularly scheduled reading. 

 
Getting Darwin out is only half the battle. Got to figure that the Tribal Council will 
do all they can to put in someone just as bad, if not worse, as his replacement.  
 
Oh, and yet another person being wrongfully excluded or dis-enrolled at the whim 
of the vengeful Tribal Council. I hope you all show up and support the man who 
carried the petition. That is what has to happen if you are ever to regain your 
community and your dignity.  
 
Now, time to get Clarice out. Time to reverse the unwarranted dis-enrollments 
and exclusion orders. It's time to stop tolerating the abuses of people in power.  
 
After Clarice is out, Justin has to be recalled.  
 
And yes, Roger, aka Weenie Boy, has got to go.  
 
All he does is shrug his shoulders, has no control over the Tribal Council, and 
has allowed the judges who have done so much damage and abuse to the 
children and the community, to stay on.  
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Sure, they are 'fired' but since he has not found their replacements, and has not 
even looked... they get to hold onto their jobs and continue doing damage and 
endangering children.  
 
I'm wondering what it was that Molly has planned for February and why she 
needs to stay on as a judge until that time. What other business ventures or 
funding is she after? Anyone know? Let me know. Whatever it is, it's a scam and 
she will drag the Tribe down with her, whatever it is.  
 
The Tribe is under huge embarrassment from the behaviors of the Clown Car 
Council and your Chairman being a murderer and all.  
 
The more the public sees and then learns about how people who covered up 
murders, steal Tribal Funds, and sing Honor Songs at press conferences over 
issues that should not even be on their agenda, while ignoring issues that have 
languished or been ignored completely, the more the public will lose respect for 
Spirit Lake and all Tribes, based on their behaviors.  
 
More Pressing 
 
I would have thought that a more pressing and pertinent issue for a "Press 
Conference" would have been to demand there be an arrest in the murder of 
those two little children.  
 
Why is Grand Forks FBI stalling on this one? Why has their father, who hid their 
dead bodies under his mattress for days, in that blood spattered, filthy house, 
only charged with 'child endangerment'? Why can't the Grand Forks FBI bring 
themselves to arrest a Yankton? Junior Herman was, according to all witnesses, 
there. Several times. For hours and hours at a time. For those who don't know: 
Jr. Herman is a Level 3 Sex Offender.  
 
So, what exactly are those big brave FBI eyes from Grand Forks looking for? Or 
are they bothering? Indian Children not really worth their time. 
 
Then again, arresting anyone from the Turdclan brings complications. Especially 
if that someone can bring down powerful and important people with accounts of 
their participating in corruption, murders and more.  
 
That would have been a more "pressing" issue of interest and importance to the 
tribe, than is the bickering over a logo at the college.  
 
I mean, seriously.  
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Send in The Clowns 
 
Now, you can see why, when the FBI really needs to get something hidden, they 
call in the Grand Forks Clowns.  
 
But when they want to dig for the missing millions, they call in the real FBI, from 
Minneapolis and Washington, DC.  
 
Maybe in their scouring of the corruption, and their looking to see where the 
funding has gone, they might come across a few tiny, broken bodies, and want to 
get answers to those questions as well.  
 
One can only hope.  
 
You Know Where to find me. 
 
~Cat 
 

PS:  
Let me clarify the Fighting Sioux Nickname debacle for you all: 
The name was given, I am told, with a Pipe Ceremony.  
There was recently a big battle and the vote came down to "Let UND Keep 
the name." 
The State decided it should go, anyway.  
It is now between the State and UND.  
The Tribe is out of it or should be.  
Once the name is given, especially with the Pipe, the givers have no say 
whatsoever as to whether it is kept or not if the receiver of it no longer 
wants it. UND is essentially an agency of the State.  
 
Nothing SLN says, at this point, means squat. Not to the State and not to 
the Grandfathers. It's done. 
To Hold a major Press Conference over this when there are clearly more 
pressing matters which the Tribal Council chooses to ignore outright, 
makes a mockery of the Tribal Government and of the Tribe.  
 
Simple. Took 15 seconds and you didn't have to sit through a bunch of 
dishonorable people singing an Honor Song. Or do you like it better with 
that bitter little touch of irony? Get it? "Irony"? "Iron" "Press"? *sigh 


